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The signature of the creator -- painter, poet, film director... -- seems to me the point where the system 

of lies begins, the system that every poet, every artist, attempts to construct in order to protect 

himself... though I am not sure exactly what against. 

-- Marcel Broodthaers(1)  

 

For a writing to be a writing it must continue to ‘act’ and to be readable even when what is called the 

author of the writing no longer answers for what he has written, for what he seems to have signed, be 

it because of a temporary absence, because he is dead or, more generally, because he has not 

employed his absolutely actual and present intention or attention, the plenitude of his desire to say 

what he means, in order to sustain what seems to be written ‘in his name’.  

-- Jacques Derrida(2)  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This text revolves around the fragments of facts, interpretive data from a variety of written sources of 

expertise, and imaginations of a subjective nature. The fragments have been brought together by my 

personal need to re-articulate, bring to the higher level of visibility, and put into focus a less-known, 

marginalized, almost forgotten figure (though historically one of the most powerful and significant 

ones) of Slovenian, Yugoslav, and (Eastern) European neo-avant-gardes: the poet and philosopher 

Aleš Kermauner (1946, Belgrade -- 1966, Ljubljana). As an echo of the most self-destructive gesture 

of extreme alienation, his name is coming out of the darkness once again: in relation to the ideological 

(socialist, post-socialist, late-capitalist, and global neo-liberal) frameworks of being, it resonates even 

stronger today, when our proper experience of the poet‟s need to execute personal strategies of 

resistance, protest, and uncompromising critique, pleads for an updated analysis and comprehension. 

This is the reason why, now more then ever before, a new light needs to be cast upon the current 



cultural and social manifestations of the „comfortable conditions of production‟ that are being 

witnessed on a large scale in this striking phase of („world economic‟) crisis and decadence at the very 

moment of writing (2009).  

 

This text comes into being as a result of silent communication, intentional intertwining, and mutual 

hospitality among the written traces left by Giorgio Agamben, Louis Aragon, Roland Barthes, Walter 

Benjamin, Constantin Brancusi, Tomaž Brejc, Marcel Broodthaers, Jacques Derrida, Dubravka Đurić, 

Aleš Erjavec, Marina Gržinić, Martin Heidegger, Taras Kermauner, Vladimir Kopicl, Kazimir 

Malevich, David Nez, Francis Picabia, Marko Pogačnik, Suely Rolnik, Victor I. Stoichita, Miško 

Šuvaković, and Igor Zabel. The very (non-)being of this text finds its most proper visual form in the 

unveiling of the non-signature of Aleš Kermauner himself. It also comes onto the stage of actual 

political reality through a series of live and Internet-based conversations between Jonas Staal and 

myself. The virtual and material constellation of all these subjects (alongside with their roles and 

voices, and the absence of any particular meaning behind the shadows of their presence, respectively) 

forms the roots for a discourse that is about to emerge. It serves -- without any pretensions to become a 

comprehensive, „objective‟ overview -- only as a preliminary sketch and a painful scratch, a starting 

reference point towards another phase of a research as a never-ending movement, as a „concrete 

utopia‟(A), and as a departure point for a journey into the space of potentiality, a promise to come. 

  



This is NOT a body, rounded along the volume of a foot... 

-- OHO Manifesto(3) 

 

In the early 2009, in the small but exciting Slovenian town of Celje, I was doing curatorial research. 

As part of a bigger project developing around the notions of personal autonomy, individual freedom of 

choice, and longing for a radical escape, the initial part of my research was rooted in the need to 

situate, both politically and theoretically -- always through the visual arts -- my ongoing interest in the 

necessity not to accept any given situation at all costs, but to propose a radically different way of 

being -- in any context that is ostensibly fixed or unchangeable. Such an approach, at the very period 

of my performance as a working and acting (im)migrant body in a foreign country, has led me back to 

practices of conceptual art in the late 1960s as a basis and a locus around which the topographical, 

geopolitical, and poetic constellation of powers finds its most proper methodological target: the 

Slovenian neo-avant-garde group OHO.(4) 

 

OHO has been recognized as a forerunner of conceptual art practices in former Yugoslavia, and one of 

the most significant cultural phenomena that took place in former Eastern Europe after the WWII. In 

the words of Marko Pogačnik, the group‟s co-founder and one of its main protagonists,(5) the OHO 

movement was based upon the variety of consecutive experiences articulated on the levels of the Idea 

(the emergence and the formation of OHO‟s pre-history, 1963-66), the Concept (of a broad movement, 

1966-68), Spiritual Contents (of the group of artists, 1968-71), and the Commune in Šempas (of a 

farming community/‟family‟, artist group, and a spiritual centre, 1971-79).(6) This last phase, 

predominantly perceived as a short-term attempt to propose „an alternative to market economy laws‟, 

figures as the gesture of a radical withdrawal.(7) The characteristics of this OHO period, as well as 

the interpretation of it in the sense of a radical withdrawal at that times, have a particular significance 

for the nature of this text. According to Igor Zabel, who was one of the most ardent institutional 

historiographers, critical promoters, and curatorial interpreters of the group since the 1990s, this final 

phase of OHO‟s work represents a combination of Concept Art and a kind of esoteric, ecological 

approach:  



 

The subject of the work was a harmonic unity between the members of the group, but also of 

the group and nature and even the universe as a whole. In the search for such a harmony, they 

used different means, including telepathy. The group was just starting an international career 

when the members decided they should abandon art as a separate area and really enter life; 

therefore, they settled on an abandoned farm and started a community.(8) 

 

The decision to „abandon‟ their own urban field of belonging (to leave the self-determined field of art 

as something they used to believe in), and to „really enter life‟ (as a way of critical and countercultural 

migration to the countryside, toward a new, although always already there, scope of belongingness) 

represents not only a singular gesture of discontent and a symptom of a „culture of complaint‟: it 

stands for a determinate orientation to expand their range of active perception of the world, as a 

microcosm which is capable of providing the experience of a radically different way of being:  

 

OHO‟s projects did not originate in a search for some ironic tradition... but derived instead 

from more elementary and essentially different questions: the group‟s work represented an 

investigation of the function of art, the meaning of the artist in the world, the identity of art, 

and its conditions and boundaries...within the context of the so-called „concrete utopia‟ which 

can be defined as being neither an illusion nor wishful thinking, but rather offers us a 

perspective and an orientation, as well as ideas about how to approach the future.(9) 

 

It is in this sense -- but without any need for nostalgia -- that I am trying to understand the 

relevance of OHO for the present moment. What is nowadays understood as the „concrete utopia‟, for 

the disturbed spirits of the OHO group has been a specific type of Conceptual Art and Conceptual Life 

that aimed at establishing spiritual connections between the members of the group, and between the 

group and the world.(10) Although aware of their own artistic position at the moment of establishing 

their commune, they consciously opted for another option: they chose a less visible and non-market-

driven direction in order to withdraw into the insularity and isolation of the nature, of their own 



perception and beliefs. Such an articulation of -- living and working -- experience can be understood 

only through the line of thought that leads from the transformation of an artistic practice to the 

transformation of the world, that the members of the commune attempted to experiment with, to 

realize and to ideally achieve in the 1970s.(11)  

 

The Heideggerian philosophical legacy has marked the entire generation of young scholars and 

intellectuals in Slovenia at the times, and ever since the very beginning, the OHO group wanted to 

develop a „radically different relationship towards the world.‟ The focus of this relationship was to be 

determined by so-called Reism (based on the Latin word for thing: res) -- an attempt to reach a non-

anthropocentric world of „things‟, which could be perceived not according to their function and 

meaning for people but for themselves alone: 

 

Instead of a humanistic position, which implies a world of objects dominated by the subject, 

they wanted to achieve a world of things, where there would be no hierarchical (or indeed any) 

difference between people and things; the correct relationship towards such a world is not 

action, but observing.(12) 

 

It is this modest, utopian attempt toward the harmonization and democratization of the world, based 

upon the horizontal, non-hierarchical principles of non-aggressive, „passive‟ observation of the 

phenomena, that I find the most appealing in relation to the reistic aesthetic doctrine. Reism as 

doctrine(13) of Slovenian concrete poetry since 1965 manifested itself among the members of the 

OHO group in the radicalization of poetic forms, and of understanding the language as a tool. In 

relation to it, a Belgrade-based poet and editor Dubravka Đurić writes the following: 

 

Reism describes the penchant of Slovenian poets for placing the word at the centre of focus. 

The word no longer pointed to a world outside language. Poets were moving from meaning to 

sign. Reist ideology implied that poets had become aware of their devices.(14) 

 



Through the reduction of art to the thing itself, the artwork became an object which speaks of and 

points to the fact of being the object and only the object itself.(15) Meaningless as such, it opens up 

(or better, encloses) the nature of the object towards the status of a pure sign: the sign without any 

inside or outside, without any past or future, only the eternal Now.(16) The disappearance of the 

subject comes as a (counter)effect of such a drift: a drift away, a withdrawal, from subjectivity towards 

objectivity, into the reistic state of mind where nothing is anymore experienced as a subject, but rather 

everything is experienced as a thing. Stripping the subject of its meaning, erasing it, and deleting its 

humanistic aura of an omnipotent creator led to the clear process of intentional cancellation of a man.  

 

Why, then, would a human being decide to disappear, to become invisible, to drift away, to cancel 

himself, to commit suicide, even? If, in Đurić‟s terms, what prevailed was this „anti-humanistic 

position according to which man, his transcendence, and his existential suffering are of no importance 

to these poets‟, then Pogačnik‟s reference to the elements of writing and drawing is interesting at this 

point: that the form of a drawing brings to light the line as the basic element of the page besides 

printer‟s ink and paper.(17) 

 

It is the drawing itself that I am particularly interested in as regards the subject of this text. Let us for 

example consider the Invisible Sculpture (Nevidna skulptura) (1969), a project by OHO‟s member 

David Nez executed in Ljubljana. The project consisted of a printed reproduction of an authentic 

artwork document under the same title, realized on the premises of the artist‟s idea to tie a 400 meter-

long transparent nylon thread around the city‟s medieval castle. This work articulated the artistic ideas 

of the epoch to intervene in the public realm by providing the conceptual and mental (rather than 

merely physically perceptible) production of meaning. However, what provoked my particular 

attention was the actuality of the author‟s gesture for the very moment it was revealed right in front of 

my „blind‟ eyes: the fact that such a (communicative and inclusive) public action left a mark, a trace 

onto the city‟s urban texture, both mentally and physically, without imposing itself aggressively onto 

the spectator‟s sight; I try to understand it beyond the conceptualist paradigm applied to the expanded 

field of art, and to situate it exactly at the level of a ghostly presence that resides at the border between 



visibility and invisibility, and which comes into being in a most paradoxical, absurd way: through the 

simultaneity of its absence at the moment of its appearance, and its „future disappearance‟: „To write is 

to produce a mark that will constitute a sort of machine which is productive in turn, and which my 

future disappearance will not, in principle, hinder in its functioning, offering things and itself to be 

read and to be rewritten.‟(18) 

 

In one of his texts Giorgio Agamben writes about this paradox. In a way of referring to the difference 

between the light (actuality) and darkness (the shadows, the colour of potentiality(B)), he traces the 

moment in which the action of uncompromising resistance takes place. This is where the key figure of 

potentiality, the mode of its existence as potentiality (the shadow), enters as a potentiality that is not 

simply the potential to do this or that thing but potential to not-do, potential not to pass into actuality:  

 

One is potential, Aristotle says, thanks to a hexis, a „having‟, on the basis of which he can also 

not bring his knowledge into actuality (mē energein) by not making a work, for example.... 

Human beings can...see shadows (to skotos), they can experience darkness: they have the 

potential not to see, the possibility of privation.... The greatness -- and also the abyss -- of 

human potentiality is that it is first of all potential not to act, potential for darkness. (19) 

 

It is from within such a potentiality not to see, from the experience of darkness, that the shadow of 

Aleš Kermauner emerges right now in front of our eyes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KERMAUNER‟S SHADOW 

 

What is the point of criticism? … Why write? Why not simply show photographs? 

-- Constantin Brancusi(20) 

 

There are seven main resources that I have been relying on in this initial phase of my passionate 

interest for, and lucid identification with the „Kermauner‟ phenomenon and its revolutionary Geist. 

Beside the two publications bearing the name of Aleš Kermauner as their author,(21) the texts where 

he is mentioned are either the fragmentary reflections on his role within the Slovenian cultural horizon 

as applied to the tradition of the OHO group and its beginnings,(22) or the brief critical accounts in 

overviews based on his individual achievements within the Yugoslav neo-avant-garde streams of 

concrete and visual poetry,(23) as well as the Slovenian post-WWII existentialist lyrics‟ circles,(24) or 

the interpretations of modernist and postmodernist poetry in Slovenia through the lenses of 

contemporary philosophical and theoretical patterns.(25) 

 

The first pieces of information containing Kermauner‟s biographical details came to me through the 

notes at the back pages of the OHO‟s 1994 retrospective exhibition catalogues: 

 

Aleš Kermauner (1946, Belgrade -- 1966, Ljubljana) 

Studied philosophy at the University of Ljubljana. He wrote critical and existentialist poetry 

dealing with the position of an individual in a consumer society, essays, and concrete poetry. 

(26) 

 

Furthermore: 

 

At the end of 1965, Marko Pogačnik and Iztok Geister are visited by Aleš Kermauner, the 

leading figure in the group of Ljubljana students, which also includes Milenko Matanović. The 

group cultivates a „hooligan‟ lifestyle (that is, unconventional attire and behaviour, listening to 



rock music, and the like) as an expression of personal dissatisfaction with the consumer 

society. Kermauner is a poet and philosopher; the main theme of his work is alienation in the 

consumer and mass society. He also shows an affinity for reistic procedures: he takes 

Pogačnik‟s method of imprinting objects and uses it on a number of pages onto which he 

imprints Ljubljana‟s street gutters.(27) 

 

According to curator Igor Zabel, the possibility for the OHO movement to come into existence 

(coming out from its own „shadow‟) is largely due to some other groups and individuals who got in 

contact with members of the Kranj Group such as Pogačnik, especially those who belonged to the so-

called „hooligan‟ movement. Among them, it was exactly Aleš Kermauner, „a rebel without a cause‟, 

who played a pivotal role in the constitution of OHO‟s future orientation and overall development. 

Zabel also highlights the perversely attractive mutual dependence between hooliganism and reism, 

based on „the avant-garde impulse of OHO, that manifested itself in aesthetic and social provocations‟, 

without forgetting to highlight the „deliberately un-political attitude of OHO‟: 

 

While the hooligan movement involved a strong existentialist element of dissatisfaction with 

the developing consumer society, and of protest against it, reism aimed primarily towards an 

open and attentive approach to the world and not a social or even political protest. Reism 

therefore -- unlike most of the avant-garde movements -- did not begin with a project of 

changing the world, it just wanted to change consciousness and transform it into the 

permanently open and attentive reistic vision. Reists had no intention to destroy museums, 

they just wanted to change the museum‟s context so that it would break with established 

conventions and throw light onto things as they are (and this is the case not only with the 

museum but with any institution). For OHO the point is not in changing the world, it is only 

necessary to see it.(28) 

 

In the last publication (2003) that has appeared so far in Slovenia as a direct homage to Aleš 

Kermauner‟s revolutionary oeuvre,(29) he is introduced to the new generations of readers as an author 



who, in the context of Slovenian poetry, follows the line of post-avant-garde poetics rooted in 

conceptualism: his work attempts to integrate the visual (graphic) and textual element, to transcend the 

social conventions, and to defend the realization of individual freedom on the European and global 

scale. Although Kermauner‟s activity has never entered the Slovenian literary canon, it has managed 

to produce a significant alternative to the literary developments in Slovenia by the autonomous gesture 

of the author. In that sense, and according to a new actualization of his „programmed‟ poetry, there are 

three main characteristics that can be discerned: 1) breaking away from the “normative” linguistic, 

conceptual, and ideological structures; 2) autonomization of poems as independent cultural artefacts; 

and 3) the civic thematics backed up by the strong presence of anticonsumerist and anticommercial 

attitudes.(30) 

 

Aleš was the younger brother of Taras Kermauner (1930 -- 2008). Taras was a Slovene literary 

historian, philosopher, essayist and playwright, whose legacy comprises of numerous texts among 

which those dealing with the aesthetic practices that his brother was involved with.(31) According to 

Zabel, it was Taras who coined the term reism and first used it in the mid-1960s in an essay on Tomaž 

Šalamun‟s poetry.(32) A reistic consciousness, constructed upon the reistic activities, put into the 

centre of perception „the thing itself‟, but also the perception as such, i.e. it accentuated the position of 

a (reistic) spectator who was essentially determined as a viewer: „As there was no hierarchic 

difference between man and other things, man stared at the things, but the things also stared at 

him.‟(33) In relation to the subject of this text, what is the most significant aspect of the reistic 

doctrine is the very idea of the independent being of things as autonomous entities: 

 

The basic concept of the first (reistic) OHO period is therefore that of „the thing‟. We should 

understand this notion as essentially different from the „object‟. An object is always 

determined by the subject-object relationship. It is, therefore, determined by human notions 

and practical needs. Because of this, the independent being of things as autonomous entities 

remains hidden, and so does the richness of their qualities. To discover things means to 

discover their radical independence from man and their own, autonomous being.(34) 



 

It is this idea of independence and the idea of autonomy that make a landmark of my personal 

understanding of Aleš Kermauner‟s heroic and, at the same time, tragic and paradoxical position in the 

history of the twentieth century (poetic) revolutions: 

 

All writing, in order to be what it is, must be able to function in the radical absence of every 

empirically determined addressee in general. And this absence is not a continuous 

modification of presence; it is a break in presence, „death‟, or the possibility of the „death‟ of 

the addressee, inscribed in the structure of the mark.(35) 

 

Aleš Kermauner committed suicide in April 1966. He executed the ultimate gesture that the 

personal choice, a free will, and the spirit of absolute individual freedom could have opened to him: he 

withdrew into the insularity and isolation of death, of his own perception and beliefs; for suicide is the 

institution that represents the knowledge about the choice of death.(36) In the „spirit of expatriation‟, a 

profound sense of dislocation, and the atmosphere of Duchampian exile, Kermauner also „defines a 

new ethics of independent life in the modern age of nationalism and advanced capitalism, offering a 

precursor to our own globalized world of nomadic subjects and dispersed experience.‟(37) Drastically 

enough, he devoured himself in the cannibalistic metaphor of a self-destructive ritual of transgression. 

Kermauner is the figure of transgression, a „hooligan‟ -- the REAL one… By the end of 1966, in the 

logic of cannibalistic absurd and the anti-logic of Dadaist reality, Kermauner‟s OHO fellows (Milenko 

Matanović, before all the others) translated Picabia‟s Manifeste cannibale dada(38) from 1920 and 

read it as a posthumous, delayed homage to their prematurely deceased colleague, and his polemical 

(poetic) language.(39) 

 

None of the aforementioned resources has any photographic (or any other visual) accounts on how 

Aleš Kermauner actually looked like; but how does a revolutionary subject come (back) into visual 

appearance? This, I believe, makes the story about him even more peculiar, mysterious, fogged, and 

makes me think of Roland Barthes and a famous (always invisible) photograph of his mother that 



Barthes has been writing (and only writing) about, without ever showing it (making it visible) to the 

eyes of his anonymous reader/spectator in Camera Lucida.(40) This is perhaps the reason why, 

without insisting on revealing the image/trace of the actual/physical body and face of Kermauner from 

the times of his brief life, I have instead proposed a „personal design‟ for a singular grey square image 

bearing the hyphenated title: „”Aleš Kermauner”, Self-portrait, undated photograph (lost?).‟ In 

Barthes‟s semiotics, this image would function as an „icon‟: a representation of an object that produces 

a mental image of the object represented; according to such a logic, the picture of Aleš Kermauner 

(remaining constantly hidden from my sight, and always repeatedly invisible to the readership of this 

text) conjures up „Aleš Kermauner‟ in the brain, and attempts to fill the gap (no matter how 

unnecessary or irrelevant it may look at first sight) between the representation of the subject and the 

object of research. 

 

This need to discover, articulate, and, consequently, „designate‟ the meaning of a missing 

object of (bodily) representation brought me to the moment of recognition: the recognition of an 

unnecessary, irrelevant, black bodiless stain „looking at me‟ from Kermauner‟s book. It made me 

think of the concluding paragraphs in the OHO Manifest: 

 

Stvari (things) are stvarne (real). We draw close to the stvarnost stvari (reality of things) by 

accepting a thing as it is. And what is a thing as? A thing, we notice first, is silent. But the thing 

has something to offer!(41) 

 

  



NOTHING 

 

You are all indicted; rise! The orator cannot talk to you unless you get up. 

Get up like for the Marseillaise, get up like for the Russian anthem, 

get up like for God Save the King, get up like for the flag.... 

Dada alone does not smell: it is nothing, nothing, nothing. 

It is like your hopes: nothing. 

like your paradise: nothing. 

like your idols: nothing. 

like your politicians: nothing. 

like your heroes: nothing. 

like your artists: nothing. 

like your religions: nothing. 

Hiss, shout, kick my teeth in, so what?  

I shall still tell you that you are half-wits.  

In three months my friends and I will be selling you our pictures  

for a few francs. 

 

-- Francis Picabia(42) 

 

In the logic of the absurd there is no single meaning one could produce out of the act of mutual, silent 

looking (at each other): it is just the fact that a simple process of communication and recognition 

happens when one could least expect it to happen. And so it happened: from the old, cheap piece of 

paper, where Kermauner‟s poem ABECEDA (Alphabet) and its visual counterpart had been lying since 

the year of his death,(43) the imprint of his previous presence, and the sign of his actual absence, 

strikingly reflected in my eyes and left the mark in my brain without the possibility of erasure. In its 

pure visual form, it is abstracted from the background of a pseudo-alphabetic net; this grid of letters, 

beside his (intentional?) type-printed „spelling mistakes‟, makes an authentic piece of visual poetry 



done by Kermauner himself. This piece of graphic apocalypse contains a minimal “deviation” from 

the central image of that black bodiless stain (the un-finished, broken circle with two fat dots, one in 

the centre of a broken circle, another outside, at the very entrance to it): a deviation that resides in the 

coma-like little line at the upper right corner of the Sign; this line is at a safe distance from the rest of 

the image, but simultaneously it makes a constituent part of the whole; neither inside, nor outside, and 

paradoxically -- both inside and outside, its position hovers between the two, without any clear 

conclusion. It is the line that, symbolically powerful enough, allows the subject to distance himself 

from the discourse, and does not necessarily demand his identification with power or with any 

person(s) who retain it at the top (of the State, for example).(44) 

 

I do not intend to analyze any further, or even interpret the possible (non-)meanings that such an 

„unnecessary, irrelevant black bodiless stain‟ left on me. I only feel the desire to (once it was 

recognized) accept it as his sign of radical non-acceptance, and also -- as his eternal (non-)signature 

confirming his a-spatial presence: „In the final analysis, this black shape is neither specular reflection 

nor shadow. Neither is it the projection of a physical body. It is the negative image of the physical 

body, both its nothingness and its model. It is the negative matrix from which the shape must free 

itself.‟(45) 

 

In line with Agamben‟s notion of the shadow (the experience of and potentiality for darkness), art 

historian Victor Stoichita approaches the phenomenon of the shadow that, „given the status of non-

figure, forms one body with the representation.‟(46) In doing so, he is analyzing a paradigmatic case 

of twentieth-century art: Constantin Brancusi‟s photograph of his sculpture The Beginning of the 

World (c. 1920) -- the light/shade conflict from which emerges the symbolic and positive form of the 

beginning. 

 

In Brancusi‟s case it is not the egg that engenders the shadow -- that black bodiless stain -- 

which emerges into the world of existence in the shape of an egg; it is a kind of Platonic 

reversal where the shadow takes on the role of the paradigm and the marble egg that of the 



object.… Through the photographic creation of the primordial form, Brancusi recounts „the 

beginning of the world‟ in the shape of a split drama, in the shape of an upheaval (a kata-

strophe) of the shadow in the object… The shadow is not „equal to the object‟, it is more 

important than the object in as much as it is instated as its paradigm.(47) 

 

Always keeping in mind the status of the photograph in Brancusi‟s case as a kind of portable „double‟ 

of his sculptures, a commentary and a form of reproduction, Stoichita‟s account gives us a possible 

tool to approach Kermauner‟s legacy in a different way: the one that opens up the „embryo of infinite 

possibilities‟, and attempts to give a whisper of new life to the one who has been (already many times 

before) qualified only as a Poet of Death.(48) This need for „resurrection‟ is, without doubt, and over 

and over again, completely unnecessary or irrelevant from the perspective of critical discourse that 

situates Kermauner‟s personal and political oeuvre within the currencies of „canonical‟ cultural codes. 

The thing is, however, that his practice has not yet been canonized, and has always been at the margins 

of the academic perception in relation to the achievements of Slovenian, Yugoslav, and (Central, 

Eastern, etc.) European intellectual efforts in the fields of concrete and visual poetry. This is the 

reason more why his ghostly presence, that has been haunting the misfit cultural spirits of his own, and 

even more -- our own generation, needs to be articulated anew, without falling into the traps of a 

canon. 

 

The gestures of radical self-erasure confirm the irreversible status of Kermauner as Death-Poet. 

However, and quite in line with the confirmed and established ideas around the rebellious subject of 

the Poet, I do not accept the given interpretation even at risk of having a completely misleading 

direction of thought. I want to understand Kermauner‟s legacy as the result of his academic 

Heideggerian aspirations towards the philosophy of negativity and despise of life; but, at the same 

time, I want to see his apocalyptical production as a result of the singular (though short-living) 

revolutionary gesture of extreme rejection and intellectual disobedience in relation to a system of 

silent repression; I want to understand Aleš Kermauner as a Poet of radical withdrawal. 

 



His (untitled, and now purposefully entitled) Sign of Withdrawal bears the burden of a graphic 

apocalypse, the Zero of Forms, even; and in being so, it performs an ultimate critical distance from the 

locus of power and the locus of (any) totalitarian discourse. It also serves as a good visualization of 

what the other Aleš (Erjavec, a contemporary Slovenian philosopher) describes as a theoretical 

diagram of totalitarian societies and the relationship between political-ideological discourses and 

power by recalling the following: 

 

In his writings...the French historian and political philosopher Claude Lefort offered a 

persuasive theory of totalitarian societies, be they of a fascist or „communist‟ kind: in his 

view, the difference between political and ideological discourse and power is annihilated in 

both.... In totalitarian societies...the totalitarian discourse must identify itself completely with 

power and those who possess it. The totalitarian society gives a semblance of being 

completely homogenous and unified, the border between the State and civil society therein 

being concealed if not eliminated, with the former annihilating the latter, and with social 

divisions being completely masked.(49) 

 

Kermauner‟s Sign of Withdrawal is positioned in the closest proximity to his poem ABECEDA in the 

posthumously published collection.(50) Coincidence or not, in Francis Picabia‟s Cannibale No. 1 (as 

of April 25, 1920), Louis Aragon published a poem-manifesto entitled Suicide, consisting simply of 

the letters of the alphabet (abeceda?) printed in order. In a coded gesture there is no decipherable 

message, and, for those who do not possess the key to unlock it, the meaning remains hidden behind 

the deviation of language. It is the deviation of language, both written and drawn, that makes the 

opening (not the closure) of the communication flows (and consequently, a mutual recognition, among 

those who can read the message behind the alphabetic „curtain‟) possible. Just as Dadaists in Paris and 

elsewhere seized on stock phrases -- clichés, slogans, puns -- as glaring examples of the 

conventionality that permeates both ordinary language and most attempts at expressive writing, 

Kermauner‟s (and Aragon‟s, and Nez‟s) coded messages are designed to be opaque to outsiders, but 

have the potentiality of becoming transparent for whomever is capable of unlocking them; thus 



deciphered, they imply total communicability, a flow of information that is transformed from 

meaningless codes into the fully meaningful signs.(51) The collaged appearance of the assembly 

between the black bodiless stain and the letter-grid in Kermauner‟s ABECEDA is merely a single 

example of it, but an important one: beside the message it hides and reveals at the same time, it 

contains the potentiality of seeing the author‟s absence in presence – Kermauner‟s personal signature. 

 

Kermauner‟s signature of kata-strophe thus cancels itself out in the spirit of bearing a pure proper 

„name‟ (previous presence of a signer) „without organs‟ (absence, or rather nonpresence of the signer): 

 

By definition, a written signature implies the actual or empirical nonpresence of the signer. 

But, it will be claimed, the signature also marks and retains his having-been present, the 

signature also marks and retains his having-been present in a past now or present [maintenant] 

which will remain a future now or present [maintenant], thus in a general maintenant, in the 

transcendental form of presentness [maintenance]. That general maintenance is in some way 

inscribed, pinpointed in the always evident and singular present punctuality of the form of the 

signature.(52) 

 

Why, then, does Man decide to lock himself in a coded message, to disappear, to become invisible, to 

drift away, to commit suicide, to cancel himself? Why does Man decide to withdraw? Instead of 

giving any clear answer, let me conclude this text (before the ghostly subject of it comes into being in 

another form, in “another” future) in the most unacceptable, indecent, impolite, ignorant, and 

misbehaving way that one can perform at the very end of one‟s own writing -- by quoting someone 

else: 

 

Aragon was therefore perfectly right when, in another context, he said: „The revolutionary 

intellectual appears first of all and above everything else as a traitor to his class of origin.‟ In a 

writer this betrayal consists in an attitude which transforms him, from a supplier of the 

production apparatus, into an engineer who sees his task in adapting that apparatus to the ends 



of the proletarian revolution…The mind which believes only in its own magic strength will 

disappear. For the revolutionary struggle is not fought between capitalism and mind. It is 

fought between capitalism and the proletariat.(53) 

 

* This text is devoted to Aleš Kermauner, an engineer, and all the fellow engineers and „traitors‟ 

around the world today. 

 

Belgrade, February 29, 2009 
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